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ABSTRACT

Sysstat reports a whole set of resource usages. We analyzed the data and found no significant difference in resource
usage between the trials except CPU utilization. Therefore,
only the results of CPU usage is presented in this paper.
When looking at the averages over the time period of the
experiment, Trials 1-3 do not show any appreciable difference in CPU load although only 60% of the rules are enabled
in Trial 3 and 100% in Trial 1. Compared with Trials 1-3,
Trials 4-5 generate a much lower average CPU load. This
may indicate a nonlinear relationship between the number
of enabled rules and the CPU power necessary to maintain
Snort operation. The nonlinear relationship may be resulted
from the complexity of rule sets. In the experiment, we consider the number of enabled rules solely for simplicity. However, different types of rules will impose various CPU loads.
For example, a rule that needs a content search into payload
data will demand more CPU power than a rule that logs a
short message only. Some of the enabled rules may not be
active because of a different port number or protocol.
Our data show a strong time variation in CPU load in
all of the five trials. While a general trend of less CPU
usage when moving from a larger to a smaller set of enabled
rules is observed, three interesting periods in the 90-minute
experiment can be identified:

This project was designed to discover the relationship between the number of enabled rules maintained by Snort and
the amount of computing resources necessary to operate this
intrusion detection system (IDS) as a sensor. A physical environment was set up to loosely simulate a network and an
IDS sensor monitoring it.
The experiment was conducted in five trials. A different
number of Snort rules was enabled in each trial and the corresponding utilization of computing resources was measured.
Remarkable variation and a clear trend of CPU usage were
observed in the experiment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Systems]: Systems and Software—
Performance evaluation
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• At the beginning (in the first 20 minutes), there is generally a high CPU load at the very beginning (first 2-10
minutes) in Trials 1-3. Then the CPU load decreases
sharply.

A physical network was set up with two computers to discover the relationship between the number of active rules
loaded by Snort and the amount of computing resource that
is needed for its operation. One computer (Host A) ran Security Onion Linux providing Snort of version 2.9.8.0. The
other (Host B) ran Kali Linux of version 2016.1 to simulate
an attacker. The sysstat software tool was used to measure
resource utilization by Snort on Host A. Five trials were designed for our experiment. Groups of rules were disabled by
categories to achieve the desired number of enabled rules for
each trial.

• In the period of 20-60 minutes, CPU load increases
first and decrease again. In addition, measurements
show highly scattered spots.
• After 60 minutes, measurements are clustered together.
CPU load maintains a relatively low level in all of the
five trials.
It is speculated that this time variation in CPU load in
each trial may reflect the Snort use of rule caching and
Stream5 preprocessor, which is a target-based TCP reassembly module for Snort and capable of tracking sessions for
both TCP and UDP. Both of them will allow Snort to learn
and require less CPU processing time after a certain period
of time.
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